
 
 

Photography collector and curator Stephen White travels to China 

August 1 to curate an exhibit ion at the Dali  Photography Festival 

History of Photography to be shown from August 10–15, 2012 
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Internationally recognized collector and curator of photography Stephen L. White 

will be visiting Beijing and Dali, China from August 1st through August 17th to 

attend the Dali Festival, where he has been appointed the Chairman of the Arts 

Council of the 4th Annual Dali Photography Festival. 

 
White has been asked to curate the first exhibition on the History of Photography for a Chinese Audience to 

be shown from August 10th to 15th at the Dali Photography Festival.  Chinese artists have become a 

major force in the creation of contemporary photography. Dali will host several contemporary photography 

exhibitions and over 100,000 people are expected to attend during the five-day event. Chinese collectors 

have developed an increasing interest in the past, both in their own and other cultures. Stephen White will 

be meeting with Chinese collectors and gallerists during his time in Dali, where he will lecture on issues of 

collecting.   

 

White has long been interested in China. In 1986, he co-curated a major exhibition on the work of John 

Thomson, one of the first western photographers to explore China in the 1870s. The exhibition, 

accompanied by a book on Thomson's life and work “A Window to the Orient” written by Stephen White, 

traveled to eight Museums in the United States and England.  

 

Colin Westerbeck, Emeritus Curator at the Art Institute of Chicago, speaks of White's collecting talents in 

an essay written for the Festival catalogue:  "Perhaps the most complex personality revealed in the White 

collection, though, is the one that's least obvious-Stephen White's own as a collector." 

 

White has been involved with vintage and contemporary photography since 1975 when he opened one of 

the first photography galleries in the United States.  It closed in 1991 after his entire collection was 

purchased by Tokyo Fuji Art Museum. His new collection, begun soon after the gallery closed, covers broad 

ranging themes like the history of photography, war, industry, travel, portraiture and so on. 



White is the author of several catalogues and books on photography.  His personal collections, which 

number in the thousands of photographs, have been shown in museums around the world including the 

Van Gogh Museum in Amsterdam, the Palais des Tokyo in Paris, the Asia Society in New York, The Nelson-

Atkins in Kansas City, The New Orleans Museum, the Skirball Center in Los Angeles, and the Museum of 

Photographic Arts in San Diego.  Most recently, he curated a major exhibition titled SKYDREAMERS, A 

Saga of Air and Space at the Autry National Center in Los Angeles. SKYDREAMERS was accompanied by a 

fully illustrated catalogue. 

 

Stephen White will be staying at the Fairmont Hotel in Beijing from the 1st to the 4th of August before 

leaving for Dali on the 5th of August. 

 

Selected images in the exhibit: 

 
“David Bowie” by Helmut Newton 



 
“Mali Couple” by Seydou Keita 

 
“Nude Study” by Frantisek Drtikol, circa 1927 

 

For more information, contact Caroline Graham, C4 Global Communications 

caroline@c4global.com | 310-899-2727 | www.c4global.com  

or Hua’er, See+ Gallery, Beijing 011-86-10-59789266 | huaer0815@163.com 


